
AIRLINE DISCOUNTS 
 

1. PIA - 10% discount on domestic and international flights! 

Procedure to avail discount through Golootlo App: 

1. Download Golootlo App 

2. Become a Gold Member for free using PayPak Debit card. 

3. Click on PIA banner. 

4. Tap & Select PIA Discount offer. 

5. Enter last 05 digits of CNIC to obtain the discount coupon. 

6. Copy discount & use it during checkout on PIA website to get discount. 

Procedure to avail discount through PIA Offices: 

1. Visit PIA’s Booking Office. 

2. Open the Golootlo App to scan QR code place on the counter. 

3. Enter last 5 digits of CNIC to get discount coupon. 

4. Show discount coupon to the booking officer to avail discount. 

Disclaimer: 

The discount code generated through Golootlo app will be valid for a maximum of 07 days 

and can be redeemed once in the stated period. A single ticket can have up to 09 persons as 

per PIA rules. 

In case of any challenge being faced in availing discounts at any Golootlo merchant, the 

customer should call Golootlo helpline (021-111-566856) directly from the merchant location 

so that complaints are managed on the spot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



2. AirSial - 10% discount on domestic flights! 
 

Procedure to avail discount through Golootlo App: 

1. Download Golootlo App 

2. Become a Gold Member for free using PayPak Debit card. 

3. Click on AirSial banner. 

4. Tap & Select AirSial Discount offer. 

5. Copy discount & use it during checkout on AirSial website to get discount. 

Procedure to avail discount through AirSial Offices: 

1. Visit AirSial’s Booking Office. 

2. Open the Golootlo App to scan QR code place on the counter. 

3. Enter last 5 digits of CNIC to get discount coupon. 

4. Show discount coupon to the booking officer to avail discount. 

Disclaimer: 

The discount code generated through Golootlo app will be valid for a maximum of 07 days 

and can be redeemed once in the stated period. A single ticket can have up to as per AirSial 

rules. 

In case of any challenge being faced in availing discounts at any Golootlo merchant, the 

customer should call Golootlo helpline (021-111-566856) directly from the merchant location 

so that complaints are managed on the spot. 

 


